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MONOCULAR WCATION PRIMITIVES USED TO 
EVALUATE HORIZONTAL DISPARflY IN LOCAL 
STEREOPSIS 

V. Pe t r a u s k a s ,  H .  Va i tk e v iči u s , 
V. M i l d a�i s 

ABSf RACT 
Depth perception of two point-like stimuli presented dixoptically 

was studied as a funetion of luminance distribution within the pair of 
stimuli in eaeh half-field. The dots subtended approximately l are min 
and wcre scparated by 3, 4, 5 or 6 are min. The depth ehanged 
gradually unless the separation betwėen the stimuli ex
ceedcd 4 are min. The depth ehange can not be derived solely on the 
basis of disparity changą,.. The results may be accounted for if 
assumed that disparity is evaluated by the difference in the weighted 
mcan (centroid) of luminance distribution over corresponding left 
and right retinai regions. 

INTRODUCTION 
ln normai vision the two eyes reccivc slightly different views of 

the world. This difference is measured by horizontai disparity and i 
interpreted by the visual system as visual depth. This kind of depth 
perception, i. e. the perception originating from horizontai disparity is 
called stereoscopic depth perception, or STEREOPSIS. One may 
encounter a number of ways to represent disparity, which can be 
placed into two broad categories, local representation and distributed 
representation (Lehlcy and Sejnowski, 1991). According to local rcp
resentation, the value of location is indicated by whieh neurone 
(neurone group) is fired differently from the others (one example, of 
the eriteria might be maximum response). The most known from of 
local representation is „local sin�" encoding in psychophysics and 
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has been used widely in the models of stereopsis (Nefson, 1975; Marr 
and Pogio, 1976). To cover the entire range of disparities in the local 
representation there must be a large number of such narrowly-tuned 
units. According to the second type of encoding, location is repre
sented by the pattern of activity within a population of .neural units 
( or channels) each of which might be broadly tuned to location. The 
most familiar example of this form of encoding is used in colour vj:„ 
sion. Also some attempts were made to .apply distributed representa
tion approach to encode binocular disparity as well (Vaitkevicius, 
1984; Vaitkevicius et ai., 1984; Petrauskas, 1986; Lehky and Sei
nowski, 1991). Most of the above approaches might be thought of as 
„pure" approaches except the first one. Vaitkevicius (1984) proproses 
location encoding theory in which distributed reprcsentation is taken 
as a first step, from which then local representation is derived. 

Whereas „local signs" might be thought of as monocular primi
tives to calculate disparity in the local representation, however, there 
is no explicit pointers to what monocular location primitives are used 
to evaluate disparity in distributed representation or in other words, 
there is not made any kind of explicit transitfon from monocular to 
binocular stage. · 

METIIODS 
Stimuli generation, experimental procedure and data handling 

were controlJed by the IBM PC XT computer. 
The stimuli in our experiments consisted of bright (up to 3 cd/m) 

points generated on the oscilloscope screen and presented acinst a 
dark background (Figure l A). Orthogonally-oriented polarizers 
placed in front of the osciUoscope screen and the subject's eyes guar
anteed haploscopic image prcsentation. However, the computcr can 
readily generate stereograms that define objecls at numerous. differ
ent vergence distances, but D( convenient way has yet be"n discov
ered to concomitantly covary the stimu'i \o accommodation. To de„ 
crease accommodation-vergence disparities, the crossed presentation 
was used, .that is the left eye was prescnted with stimuli on the right 
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Fig. l. Schcinatic representation of stimuli. A- front view of both h�lf
fields. Index R stands for the right and L for the le.ft half-fields; B- the per
cept of the A- part o( this figure; C - the ilustration of fudion of the test 
stimuli; LE - stands for the left- and RE for the right eye optical centers re
spectiveiy. 
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side of the screen and vice versa. On the other hand, the separation 
between the left- and right eye targets did not exceed 8 are min. 
Having in mind that visual system allows some tolerance for the ac
commodation and vergence alignment error, the negligible error in 
our experiments �hould not play a substantial role. Stimuli generation 
was performed using three 8-bit analogue-to-code converters to ma
nipulate with X, Y, and Z channels of the oscillosoope. The viewing 
distance was 1.2 m. X and Y channels .were adjusted to let dots be 
positioned to an accuracy of 5 are sec. Ta:rget lurninance was oon
trolled by photometer. Each half-field consisted cf one upper- (Ut; 
UR) point, one bottom- (Bu BR) point, and, in the middle, of two 
horizontali y displaced test-points (T 1 u T 2u T lR• T 2R). The vertical 
distance between tesl and upper (bottom) points was 12 are/min. The 
horizontai distance between test-points was 3, 4, 5, 6 are/min. For 
every value of horizontai distance the dependence of the test-points' 
dcpth on luminance contrasl was examined. The luminance of either 
T l L and T 2R or T 2i_ and T lR was changed from 3 cd/m to zero while 
the luminance of other points was left constąnt. Six levels of lumi
nance were used: Luminance contrast was evaluated by the following 
formula: 

C = L(T2R) - L(ljg); 
. L(T2R) + L(ljR) 

'vhere letter L stands for the luminance of the stimulus denote in the 
parentheses. During an experiment the subject �as asked to tell by 
pressing one of the two buttons whether tf:te points U and B (Fig. l B) 
appear to be nearer or further than the testpoints, T 1 and T 2• For 
each luminance contrast condition the points, U and B were 
presented at 11 different disparities relative to the test points. Each 
disparity condition is presentrd 10 times in a random order. As a 
result, the number of response� "further" is plotted as the pereentage 
of the total number of responses against each disparity oondition, that 
is a psychometric function is generated . . ldeally, this function will 
change from O to 100% as the disparity of points, U and Bis changed 
from the most extreme crossed disparity to the r-iost extreme 
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uncrossed disparity of the tested set. To estimate the stimuli 
corresponding to -the relevant response tevels, acumulative normai 
curve was fitted to the data. The disparity associated with chance 
level of the response was interpreted as a measure of the perceived 
depth shift. The disparities associated with 20% and 80% „further" 
responses are interpreted as an indication of the range of uncertainty 
or spread. 

· 

The different experimental procedures were used for the short 
and long presentations. ln the case of the long presentation subjects 
were allowed to inspect the stimulus until they were aware of their 
response. ln the case of short present�tion stimuli were presented for 
200 ms. ln the latter case a subjective method of vergence control was 
used. The control was perforµied using a stereogram presented in 
Fig. 2. The right vergence is achievcd, when the subject reports that 
the vertical line seen only by the lefl eye (remember the condition of 
crossed presentation) fell �n�c middle of the horizontai line seen 
only by the right eye. The experimental procedure which uses 
vergence control consists of the following steps. The computer starts 
each presentation cycle by setting the vergence control condition. An 
observer loolcs at the screen until he perccives the vertical line falls in 
the middle of the horizontai line, then _he presses a button to start 
stimuli presentation lasting for 200 ms. After this presentation, the 
observer responds whether he perceives points, U and B further or 
nearer than the test ones by pressing one of the two buttons. ln both 
cases (long and short presentation) in one experimental session the 
perceived depth is determined for one luminance ratio condition. 
Each session consisted of 110 presentations following after the 10 
training presentations which were not stored in the computer's 
memory. At the end of each session the computer. calculated and 

plotted a psychometric curve from which the pęrC'i!ived depth and 

spread were determined. TIĮe latter two values wete stored in the 

computer memory. After all luminance ratroi· conditions were 

explored a graph of the perceived depth as:a function of luminance 

contrast is plotted. The data were obtained for three adult subjects. 
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Fig. 2. Haplosoopic mctbod of adjusting · wrgeboe. A- the. test 
prescnted for the lcft (L) and for the ringt (R). �· B '."" stcreosoopic 
perttpl when vergence is propcrly adjusted; e -: stercotmpic pcn=ept of a 
maladjusted S'JStem. 
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RESULTS 
Figures {l B) and (l C) show the subjects percept of the stimuli 

presented in figure {l A). Figure (l B) iliustrates the frontai view and 
figure (l C) thc view from above. In the basic luminance contrast 
(C=O), subjects perceived the two teststimuli, T 1 and T 2 (Fig. l C). 
At the extreme contrast conditions {C=-1 or C=l) subjects perceived 
respectively the stimuli, N or F. At the intermediate luminance 
contrast conditions the test-stimuli were perceived at some 
intermediate depth which depended on luminance contrast. The 
results for the observers MK, VR, AS obtained using long 
presentation are shown on Fig. 3, 4, 5, and using short presentation 
(for the observers AS, MK) in Fig. 6, 7. Different parts of the figures 
present results for the target (T IR• T 2R and T ll• T 2r) separation of 3, 
4, 5, and 6 are min (indicated in each graph). The comparison of 
Fig. 3, 4, 5 with Fig. 6, 7 indicates that the perceived dcpth is not 
affectcd substantially by th� procedure (long or short presentation). 
Perhaps thc only evident diffcrence is the larger spread in thc case of 
short presentation. On the other hand, however, an examination of 
the data obtained for different target separation indicatcs, that target
separation is an important factor for the perccived dcpth change. 
While the target-separation �cs not cxceed 4 are min, the pcrccived 
depth change can be thought of as continues. On the othcr hand, for 
target-separations of 5 and 6 are min the transition of the perccived 
depth from continues to abrupt is obvious. 

It needs stressing that though no qualitative difference obtained 
between the results by all three observers, quantitative variations are 
prom'. 1ent (compare Fig. 3, 4, 5). As it is evident from these figures, 
the critical t�rget-separation at whieh the transition from the 
continuous to the abrupt (step-wise) depth ehange occurs, varies from 
4 arc·min (observerVR) to 5 (observer AS). The difference of the 
inter subject results may be related to the subject visual acuity. For 
e:xample subject. MK and AS wore glasses, .but only for subject MK 
vision was corrected to normai, whereas subjeet's AS vision 'ras 
oo�ected to 80%. On the other hand, subject VR has perfeet visual 
acuity of 120% when compared to normai. From this comparison an 
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JI&. 3. Perceivcd depth shih (measured by disparity) of test stimuli T 1 and T 2 (shown in Fig. l B) as a func
tion of tbc luminance contrast of test points presented in one half fiekt. Data obtained with long presentation 
for oblcrver MK. Diffcrent grapbs are for different test target separations (see numbers inside each graph): 
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Flg. 4. The same as in Fig. 3 except that the data were obtained for observer VR. -> -
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Fig. 5. The same as in Fig. 3 e�cept that thC' data were obtained for observcr AS. 
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Flg. 6. Perccived depth shift (measured by disparity) of test stimuli T1 
and Tz (shown in Fig. l B) as a function of the luminancc contrast of the 
points prescnted in one half fieid. Data obtained with short presentation for 
oblervcr MK. Oifferent graphs are for different lest target �parations (see 
numbets imide each graph): . 
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Fig. 7. The same as in Fig. 6 except that data are obtained for obseMt M 
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approximate conclusion foflows: the better visual acuity, the lesser 
target-separation is needed for the transition from the continuous to 
abrupt changes in the perceived depth with variation in relative 
lumirtance ralio (contrast). This conclusion, howevcr, should be 
tested for more observcrs to become a universal. 

DISCUSSION 
Kaufman et ai. (1973) were first to show continuous changes in 

the perceived dcpth causcd by variation in rclativc luminance of · 
superimposed random-dot stcreograms. The latter studies (Foley, 
1976; Foley and Richards 1978) wcre intc.1ded to dcmonstrate the 
cxistence of depth mixture over much larger disparity (up to 2 are 
dcg) differences using vertical slit stimuli. Contrary to Foley (1976), 
Foley and Ric„ards (1978), Krol (1982) has found only a slight 
dcpendence of pen."eivc.: J depth on luminance ratio with thc ta1get
separation of 15 are min. However, whitc Kaufman's (1973) data show 
continuous pcrccivcd dcpth change with luminancc ralio, the data 
presenled in Folcy (J 976), Foley and Richards ( 1978) could be hardly 
lreated as an indica&ion of lhe continuous change. The rcsults 
reported by Folcy (1976), Foley and Richards (1978), Krol (1982) 
indicatc thal lhe pcm.-4,ived dcpth changcs rapidly only at the extremc 
luminance ratio conditions. These results are comparable with our 
findinp ob\ained for target separation of 5 and 6 are min. Such 
rcsults wcre interpreled by Krol (1982) as a brake-d0wn of normai 
stereopsis. And a stigtu perceived depth change at reh-.ive luminance 
rado conditions, where targct luminance did not differ very much, 
aax>rdir:g to Krol, may be interpreted as an artefact of eye vergence. 
However, our results obtained ror the separation between test-stimuli 
or 3-4 are min miahl be considered as an indication of continues 
dcpth cbange as opposed to thc step--likė change when the separation 
was larger. ln addition, the comparison or the results obtained for the 
co.adition whn eye vcrgence was not controlled (fig. 3, 4, 5) and for 
the condition when it was controlled (Fig. 6, 7), seem not to support 
thc idea of the perceived depth change being an artefact of eye 
vergence thus allowing us to conclude the gradual · depth change 
obtained in our experiments being a consequęnce of some kind of 
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spaliai proeessing taking place at some still not know stages of the 
visual system. , 

As our data show there exists a remarkable difference in the 
performanee when target-separation is 3-4 are min and when it is 
5-6 are min. This difference may be interpreted by different 
meehanisms involvcd. Most likely that step-like ehange in the 
perceived dcpth ean be explained in the foolowing way (Fig. l C). In 
the basi" luminance contrast condition the subjects perceive two test
stimuli, T 1 and T 2. When contrast is of +l ( only T lR and T 2L are 
present) the subjeets perreive target F (Far), and when contrast is of 
-1 (only T2R and T1L are present) the s11bjects perceive target N 
(Near). Hencc, the perceived depth change is possibly du� to the 
ehange in the sterco pair matehed. Sueh an explanation could be 
applied in principai to all target separations. However, it is not clear 
how the ehangc h fusion alone could account for the 'continuous 
change in the pcrccived depth at intermediate valucs of relative 
luminanee eontrast when target-separation does not execed 3-4 are 
min. 

At lcast two hypothcsis can be entertained for thc gradual 
disparity ehangc obtained herc. The change could be a consequence 
of proccssing taking placc at purely monocular stage or during the 
actual cstablishment of stereo correspondence. · 

Badcock and Westheimer (1985) found that flanks ·influence·the 
localization of tcst-targets in a Vcmier acuity task. For the flanks 
within a zonc cxtending approximately 3-4 are min attraction takes 
place. As could be seen from Fig. l A variation of luminance was 
performed in both left and right half-fields of the stereogram. ln this 
view, the change of ttre perceived depth could be a consequence of 
the change in perceived location due to the attractfon thus resulting in 
processi;;g taking place at a purely monoculai' stage. Ho\Vever, this 
kind of change reported in the above study is too small (about 5 are

' 

sec) to account alone for the continue5 d�pth change within the range 
from -4 to +4 are min observed in our experiments. 

On the othcr hand, our results might be interpreted as disparity 
avcraging of targets F and N (Fig. l C). However such an interpreta
tion is hardly possible because of differences in the disparity range 
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explored in our experiments (minimai disparity of points F and N 
(Fig. l C) was ±3 are min) and the disparity range where disparity 
averaging takes place (Shumer, 1 979; Parker and Yang, 1 989). Thcy 
have .shown that random·dot stercogram with two disparity valucs 
may be perceived as acontinuous surfacewith an intcrmediate dispar
ity value if the disparities range from about 80 are see at the fixation 
to.as much as 240 are see at thc avcragc disparity offset from thc fixa
tion plane. 

AJthough it is hard to attribute our findin� to one of thc abovc 
phenomcna one point is stil eommon l<' thc above phcnomcna and to 
our findin�. That is the spaliai zonc of 3-4 are min ovcr whieh both 
monocular (Badcock and Westhcimer, 1 985) and stcreoscopic targcts 
(Wcstheimer, 1986; Westhcimer and Levi, 1 987) pool their location 
signals in a facilitatory way. In addition, the spaliai zone ovcr which 
dcpth averaging (fyler, 1974; Parker and Yang, 1 989) and transition 
frt\11' continuous to abrupt changes in depth pcreeption found in our 
cxperimcnts is also about 3-4 are min. Thcse facts allow, to m · 

opinion, somc spc(.."Ulations about the disparity proccssing mcchanism. 
N it il!. known, binocular disparity bctwccn any two point-likc 

stimuli is thc diffcrcnce in visual angh.!s bctwccn thcm whcn sccn oy 
left and right cye.�Such a definition of hinocular disparity might hc 
useful to dcscribc depth of point-like stimuli and/or points on thc 
surfaccs. To usc the same definition to a:ssess disparity to thc wholc 
surfacc we should be able to calculate disparity of separate points on 
that surface. The problem we meet is the ncural implementation of a 
mechanism which would be able to do sueh a job. Givcn thc 
understc.nding of neuroncs and their receptive fields, it is more likcly 
thar disparity is assessed to finite regions of the visual ficld instead of 
separate points. lf that is true, the next question to be answered is 
what dimensions of such a region, i. e. of the region over which 
disnarity information is intcgrated. The most obvious candidate 
findin� to d�lermine the dimensions of sueh a region might be sterco 
acuity of 22 c/deg found by Westheimer and Mckee (1980) along with 
the abovc mentioned faets about spaliai zone of 3-4 are min. Givcn 
that, wc posulate, that the visual system assigns binocular disparity lo 
ovcrlapping spaliai zones of approximately 3 are min. 
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The next question we would like to proceed with is related to 
possible mechanisms performing _disparity processing. We start from 
the question what are location_ primitives in corresponding left and 
_right-eye spaliai zonės feeding . binocular spatial zone to which 
disparity is assigned. One ofthe candidate location primitives might 
be that proposed hy Westheimer and McKee (1977) according to 
which location is assigned to the centroid in luminance over a spatial 
zone of a few are min. Extending this idea to the disparity processing 
we get local mechanism for the processing of disparity between any 
two small regions in visual field: the disparity of two small regions of 
any surface is a difference in centroid (or any other simmilar integral 
parameter) ovcr corresponding regi.Rns projected to the left r :id right 
eye retinas. 

With respect to the two discussed above groups of models it is 
not clear how local representation models might be fitted to perform 
centroid processing. Quitc the opposite is with distributed represen
tation approach. Not going in to details of what kind of cėntroid 
(linear or wcightcd) is to be used, in all .cases it's processing involves 
responses of scrveral units. This rneans that centroid-like processing 
is one of the concretc forms of distributed representation. As one of 
the first attempts 10 use ·distributed representation approach to model 
stereo vision is the model proposed by V.aitkevicius et ai. (1984). The 
basic idea behind this mechanism is that the retinai image could be 
represented by thc outputs of f.our filters defining weighted centroids_ 
and by the weighted energy over the overlapping ateas in retinai im
age. The other attempt to use distributed representation approach in 

·· finding monocular location primitives .under tonditions of normai 
noise were derived using the maximum likelihood principle · 
(Petrauskas and Stankevicius, 1990). The derived units may success-
fully be used to process disparity. · . 

Finally, it seems possible to integrale psychophysical · 
mechanisms under study with physiological ones� For example, the 
adjacent simple striate cells with odd- and even- symmetric weighting 
functions (Kulikowski and Marcelja, 1982) ėould be in principle fitted 
to perform a weighted centroid calculation in the above discussed 
models. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
l. Findin� of Foley (1976), Foley and Riehards (1978), Krol 

(1982) could not be interpreted as depth mixture (or averaging) of 
stimuli F and N (Fig. l C). 

2. The ehange in the perceived depth with variation in re!ative 
luminance is gradual when target separation is less than 4 are min 
(Fig. l C), and steep-wise when it exceeds 4 are min. To account for 
the differenees at least two meehanisms eould be postulated. 

3. The gradual depth ehange obtained for larget separation less 
than 4 are see could be understood if weighted centroids evaluated 
over the overlapping retinai areas with linear Jimensions of about 
3-4 are min used as spaliai primitives to whieh disparity is assigned, 
whereas the step-wise depth ehange is perhaps due to thc ehange in 
fusion. 

MONOKULINIAI POtvMIAI, NAUDOJAMI REGOS SISTEMOJE, 
ĮVERTINANT BINOKULIN. lllSPARATIŠKUMĄ 

V. Pctrauskas, 1H. Vaitkcvičius, V. Mildažis, 
Reziumė · 
Buvo tiriamas dviejųtaškų gylio suvokimas, keičiant jų ryškumo santyki 

monokulinėse dichoptinio vaizdo dalyse. Gylis keitėsi tolydžiai, jei atstumas 
tarp taškų neviršijo 4 regimųjų minučių. Rezultatus galima paaiškinti re
miantis prielaida, jog regos sistemoje skaičiuojamas ryškumų pasiskirstymo 
atitinkančiose kairės ir dešinės tinklainių srityse disparatišl"llmas. 
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